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Walk-in Tutors
WIT assists  one learner at a time. Learner may 
bring materials from home, Adult School 
homework, and/or work with items from our 
collection. 

Sessions may last 15 to 20 min if there is a waiting 
list; otherwise, WIT may continue until deemed 
necessary, or when another learner signs up. 

Topics to assist with:

● Basic math
● Mail/Bills
● DMV or 

Citizenship exam
● Applications 

(personal/legal)
● Computers/smart 

phones



WIT assisting with Digital Literacy



Studying for Citizenship 
Exam with the WIT



Citizenship Collection



Cell-Ed



● 9920 - Ingles (Solo para hispano-hablantes) - If learners choose
“Ingles”, they can complete up to six Cell-Ed English courses from
low beginner to high intermediate. This is over 100 hours of
English learning! The first four courses are taught in Spanish
and English. The next two courses are taught in English only.
.

● 9921 - Citizenship - The Citizenship on the Go course let learners
practice the 100 questions of the U.S. naturalization exam. The
course is taught completely in English.

● 9916 - Aprenda a leer español - Vamos a Leer is Cell-Ed’s Spanish
literacy course. It is for Spanish speakers who want to improve
their native language reading and writing skills in Spanish.

● 9935 - English (for non-Spanish speakers) - If learners choose this course, they can complete up to four
English courses from pre-intermediate to high intermediate levels. This is over 80 hours of English learning!
The four courses are taught completely in English. 

Cell-Ed Courses  
LAPL learners can choose between 
4 Cell-Ed Courses





RH Lab - Learners working at their own pace 
with instructor help, if needed.















For instructors too! 





Adult Literacy Collection






